
SESSION EVALUATIONS

GOVERNOR'S INDUSTRIAL SAFETY & HEALTH CONFERENCE - OCTOBER 7 & 8, 2009

Session: Fall Protection

Speaker(s): Number of Evals:

1.  This session was well designed (e.g. pacing, Q  A time)

2.  I got information from this session I can use immediately in my job.

3.  The speaker used good presentation skills.

4.  The speaker appropriately involved participants.

5.  This session met my expectations

6.  Did you like the topic?

Average
Bad) 1 - 2 - 3 - 4 - 5 (Good

What did you like best about this presentation?

What constructive changes would you suggest to make the presentation more effective?

Dan McMurdie Steven Heist 47

122343 4.0

122343 4.2

122343 4.3

122343 4.3

122343 4.1

122343 4.4

12The Facts!   Good job!2343

12Inspections and Logging2343

12Detailed information.  Very knowledgable on subject.2343

12Good info . . . Not too much basic info, good ties,  Practical.2343

12Good knowledge of subject2343

12The opportunity to hear information straight.2343

12Good audience comments.2343

12Code & regulation updates2343

12Nice compoarison between existing and proposed stats.2343

12Learning new regs2343

12New laws were discussed.2343

12Questions and Answers2343

12Updates and explanation of requirements2343

12Rule changes well explained2343

12Knowledge of the instructor.2343

12The draft of new regs2343

12Discussion on question clarification2343

12Good delivery2343

12Fall litigation examples would be more effective than what is currenly in presentation.
(Change PPT font - too small, too light colored for background.  Bold would be better.)

2343

12More time for presentation.2343

12Nothing comes to mind.2343

12Use gener-neutral terms:  There are women working in construction too.2343

12None2343

12Spend a little more time on the 10', 6', 4' stuff it's still somewhat unclear.2343

12None.2343
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Suggested Topics for next year:

Other Comments:

12Speaker needs to slow down.2343

12n/a2343

12Provide hand-outs on presentation to participants.2343

12Similar preview sessions to new rrule making from DOSH2343

12-More FP -FPWP -Trenching2343

12Need more time for this class.2343

12n/a2343


